
PUBLIC SAFETY COMMITTEE 
Monday, August 13, 2018 - 10:00 PM 

 
 
Stephen McNally, Chairperson 
Gerald Morrow, Vice-Chairperson 
 
Chairman McNally called this Public Safety Meeting to order at 10:00 am with the following 
Supervisors in attendance: Robin DeLoria, Archie Depo, Shaun Gillilland, Joe Giordano, Charlie 
Harrington, Ron Jackson, Mike Marnell, Steve McNally, Noel Merrihew, Dean Montroy, Jim 
Monty, Ron Moore, Jerry Morrow, Roby Politi, Randy Preston, Michael Tyler and Joe Pete 
Wilson.  Tom Scozzafava was previously excused.  
  
Department Heads present: Patty Bashaw, Juliann Beatty, Brandon Boutelle, Judith Garrison, 
Donald Jaquish, Daniel Palmer and Wayne Taylor. Allison McGahay, Sue Montgomery-Corey 
and Kristy Sprague were excused.  Richard Cutting was absent. 
 
Deputies present:  Michael Blaise 
 
 
McNALLY:  I will call the public safety committee meeting to order. Veterans Office – 
 
MERRIHEW:  No report this morning for the Veterans. 
 
McNALLY: Thank you.  County Sealer, Wayne Taylor 
 
TAYLOR:  Good morning.  You have my report.  Do you have any questions? 
 
McNALLY:  Alright thank you. 
 

********************** 
 
 The next item on the agenda was the Board of Elections.  Sue Montgomery and Allison 
McGahay were previously excused. 
 

********************** 
 
 The next item on the agenda was the District Attorney.  Kristy Sprague was previously 
excused. 
 

********************** 
 
 The next item on the agenda was the Emergency Services with Don Jaquish reporting 
as follows: 
 
JAQUISH:  Good morning.  I’ve got a couple of resolutions.  The first is I’d like to, we have an 
existing contract until December with Jackie Murray, Jackie Murray Law Firm and she has been 
the attorney throughout the radio project and we’re going to need some of her services again for 
the Vermont Tower Project that we are working on so I’d like up to $25,000 place available for 
the contract for that and the negotiations that are taking place now at Terry Mountain we’re 
negotiating with WYCI which is a public television station they are asking to put antennas on 
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one of the towers there are four of them up there she is going to have to negotiate with them for 
a lease which I will bring back to the board for approval so they will be our twelfth tenant at that 
tower site and just as a point of information we may go about $100,000 or a little more on that 
site for the year and also up the rent for ATT because they added improved panels on our tall 
tower so she negotiated that lease agreement as well it was a substantial amount of money they 
were paying I think it’s $3800 a month on that tower alone it’s for the highest one in the north as 
far as companies on tower sites.  So I’d like to add that up to $25,000 for the Murray Law Firm 
by resolution please. 
 
WITHDRAWN:  RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING A CONTRACT AMENDMENT TO THE 
MURRAY LAW FIRM CONTRACT TO INCREASE THE CONTRACT IN AN AMOUNT UP TO 
$25,000.00, FOR THE VERMONT TOWER PROJECT AND TERRY MOUNTAIN 
NEGOTIATIONS.  Moore, Morrow and withdrawn. 
 
McNALLY:  Questions, concerns? 
 
POLITI:  Don where did the $25,000 come from? 
 
JAQUISH:  I was going to get into that but it can come from the radio fund but it’s likely – 
 
POLITI: No where did the number come from? 
 
PALMER: Just an estimate. 
 
JAQUISH:  It’s just an estimate. Over the period of – 
 
POLITI: Do you ever talk to her? 
 
JAQUISH:  Do I talk to her? 
 
POLITI:  Have you talked her about a potential cost? 
 
JAQUISH:  No but we’re only putting up one site – 
 
POLITI: I realize that it’s just a lot of times when you say up to $25,000.00, if I’m the attorney I’m 
going to say well, it’s $25,000. 
 
JAQUISH: Well, she doesn’t know that. 
 
POLITI:  This is public information, public meeting. 
 
JAQUISH: I agree.  I don’t know how else you would pursue it? 
 
POLITI: Well I think that she could give you a price rather than us establish a number. 
 
JAQUISH: Okay. 
 
POLITI:  It would seem to me that she would be able to say; to me this isn’t that difficult deal to 
negotiate space on the tower. 
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JAQUISH:  Well there’s going to be permitting, you have 250 the State of Vermont – 
 
POLITI:  I’m sure she’s done a lot of these but I would be asking her if she can give us an idea 
as to what it would cost rather than for us to be establishing an upper limit on this I just don’t 
think it’s good business. 
 
JAQUISH:  I’m willing to talk with her and come back if you wish?  If that’s the wish of the 
board? 
 
PALMER:  Yeah why don’t we just get an estimate of what she thinks it would cost to do these 
projects?  At least an estimate in hours on what she anticipates.  I know what she gets per hour 
so we can have that number by the time ways & means comes around. 
 
MONTY:  My question similar to what Roby asked is it says he wants to increase the contact 
well how much is the contract right now if we’re increasing it $25,000 what are we increasing 
from? 
 
PALMER: Well the original contract is $250.00 an hour is what we agreed to pay her. I don’t 
know what we paid her over the course of the seventeen million dollar project it was pretty 
significant but again, we just had the existing contract with her that we want to renew up to – we 
pay her $250 an hour for any work she does associated with the radio project. 
 
MONTY:  So I guess going back to Roby’s point then we just instead of putting a dollar amount 
we keep it at $250 an hour and ask her to give us an estimate of hours. 
 
PALMER:  The $25,000 really represents a number that establishes for you guys that we won’t 
spend over that.  If we just said we were going to pay her $250 an hour and it turned out to be 
more than $25,000 then that might become an issue but really, the $25,000 really was intended 
has always been intended to assure that you guys if we hit that $25,000 we have to come back 
to you for more. 
 
MONTY:  That’s understood but I think if she gave us an estimate of the hours of work then we 
could justify then to make a better decision on that $25,000. 
 
PALMER:  Yeah, no that’s fine. We can do that. We can ask her for an estimate of how long for 
this particular section of the work that she’s doing would take in terms of hours. 
 
MORROW:  If we are going to have this for ways and means I’ll withdraw my second until ways 
and means comes. 
 
PALMER: You can do it either way.  It could go through the committee and die at ways and 
means or it could come back up at ways and means. 
 
MORROW: I was thinking it doesn’t look right that if already approved it for $25,000. 
 
PALMER: Yeah, that’s fine.  This is a committee though whatever you guys choose. 
 
McNALLY:  So we are going to table that? 
 
PALMER: Just withdraw the resolution. 
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McNALLY:  Withdraw the resolution? 
 
MORROW:  Yes. 
 
JAQUISH: Okay I also need a resolution authorizing Emergency Services Department to apply 
for and accept the 2018 Statewide Interoperable Communications Grant in the amount of – I 
wish I had my reading glasses. 
 
PALMER:  $799,637.00. 
 
JAQUISH: That’s a State Interoperable Communications grant which is we’re going allocate 
towards this project that you see on your table.  Those are propagation maps done by Motorola.  
The blue is 100 watt coverage and the green is 50 watt coverage so in essence the propagation 
studies show very good coverage of Essex County all along the lake shore, very good.  It’s 
round trip coverage estimate and I was quite pleased with the study that they did.  In saying that 
it’s our intention to use state contract to do this project with Motorola it’s turnkey project which is 
we ask Motorola to give us a quote, state contract and we proceed from there they do the 
equipment purchases, the microwave, the elamar and the pager all in one.  The only thing they 
will not do is if we have to do a they are going to do structural on the tower we are looking at 
which previously failed but they removed a whole bunch of equipment off that tower in the last 
couple years Monkton and we’re going to meet with him Wednesday the owner and doing that 
the only thing that the only thing that Motorola won’t do is actually do tower work so it shows if 
we need to do summary enforcing on that tower then we would have to bid that out but I don’t 
anticipate it because of the equipment that’s been removed.  I just wanted you to be aware of 
that so can we get a resolution for the SICG grant? 
 
RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE EMERGENCY SERVICES DEPARTMENT TO APPLY 
FOR AND ACCEPT THE 2018 STATEWIDE INTEROPERABLE COMMUNICATIONS 
FORMULA GRANT (SICG) IN THE AMOUNT OF $799,637.00.  Morrow, Moore 
 
McNALLY: Questions, concerns?  Is this the same –? 
 
PALMER:  It’s the Vermont tower project. 
 
McNALLY:  The same one we get every year? 
 
JAQUISH:  Yes. 
 
McNALLY:  The grant? 
 
PALMER:  But you’re allocating some of these funds towards the Vermont Tower project. 
 
McNALLY:  Are these funds that we were taking money out of from maintenance $180,000? 
 
JAQUISH: That’s a different grant. 
 
McNALLY: That’s a different grant? Alright. 
 
JAQUISH:  But we are doing that. 
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McNALLY:  Okay.  Anybody else?  All in favor, opposed – carried.  Thank you. 
 
JAQUISH:  So just a letter of point of information we had allocated out of last year’s SICG grant 
$100,000 to do what’s called a SAM upgrade on a microwave which is a monitoring system for 
the microwave after much discussion with the State Police and Jackie Murray the State Police 
have agreed to pay for this because you’re going to do it statewide it’s going to be a $250,000 
project so then we had another meeting with the Office of Interoperable Communications so I 
wanted to assure that we use can use that $100,000 for this project and they’ve agreed that 
that’s a strong possibility that we can do that so we’ve actually agreed in reality of a  $100,000 
towards this Vermont Tower Project. 
 
JACKSON: Have you had any luck finding the frequency for that?  I know you were searching. 
 
JAQUISH:  Well, we have another plan.  They are going to do the frequency search, Motorola if 
they cannot find the frequencies we are going to look at the possibility of taking the Ainger Hill 
site and moving them over there.  It’s not really a great idea but it would work so if we can’t get 
the frequencies then we’ll take the radios, the dishes and everything and just move them over. 
 
McNALLY:  Alright anything else? 
 
TYLER:  What’s the progress with the fire building at the fairgrounds? 
 
JAQUISH: I have not met on that Mr. Tyler in some time so I’ve got to go back at that.  I know 
we were discussing with Mr. Merrihew about relocating that to the fire station location it’s a 
brown field which means we can’t put any residential properties on it but it would work for fire 
training but again we’re going to have to meet and talk about it again. 
 
TYLER:  Again I’d like to state if you do not put that on the fairgrounds make sure you build a 
building for the Air One because they are going to be going away wherever that goes. 
 
JAQUISH: No they will stay there. 
 
TYLER:  In Westport?  Why because it’s neutral?  That’s why that building should be there.  It’s  
a neutral site. 
 
JAQUISH:  No because we built that on the fairgrounds as a building for Air One. 
 
TYLER: Because it was a neutral site. 
 
JAQUISH: No because Westport Fire Department opted to take care of Air One and that’s why it 
was over there. 
 
TYLER: Well I think they are going to opt out of it. 
 
JAQUISH: I would have to speak with them.  Why are you suggesting we build an Air One 
building as well? 
 
TYLER:  I’m suggesting that we were all set at the fairgrounds then all of sudden somebody is 
back dooring and want to put it someplace else. 
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JAQUISH:  I’m willing to put it anywhere the board agrees to do but it’s not really my choice as 
to the location other than saying well, that location wouldn’t work.  I was going to put it at the 
fairgrounds but met resistance so we looked at another site. 
 
TYLER: From who? 
 
JAQUISH:  From different supervisors they didn’t think it was an appropriate location and we 
can still look at it again. 
 
GILLILLAND:  The bottom line is basically this has to come to the Board of Supervisors. 
 
POLITI: I don’t even know what you’re talking about. 
 
GILLILLAND:  I mean there maybe two or three options for locations and plus or minuses 
should be brought to the Board of Supervisors for a look. 
 
POLITI: I don’t know am I the only one who is clueless?  I guess so. 
 
PALMER:  Again this is the $500,000 that we received as a grant from the State I think it was 
through Betty’s office for a fire training building, concrete building that you set on fire in different 
rooms and those kinds of things and ultimately no decision has been made as to the location of 
it yet because this board has not decided that.  There’s been talk of it being at the fairgrounds. 
There’s been talk of it being at the landfill. There’s been talk of it being down here in 
Elizabethtown. I don’t know where it’s ultimately going to be but I do know this no location is 
done without the resolution of this board telling those of us who are in charge or involved in this 
where we are going to put it so that’s where we are. 
 
MONTY:  Don when you applied for this grant was there a plan initially before you applied for 
this grant what you want to do or where you want to go with it? 
 
JAQUISH: There was a not a precise plan but yes, Betty came to me and asked me and I said 
we would like a fire training building and I had to submit a rough, schematic plan of the building 
itself but we did not have to show a location yet with the initial location we showed was the 
county landfill up in Lewis and that’s where it was originally going but that again was to just get 
the grant going, to get it applied for so it’s a two year grant so it’s into its seventh or eighth 
month so we need to start moving on it.  I did not have preference to location. 
 
HARRINGTON:  Could you provide for us a descriptor of a fire training building? 
 
JAQUISH:  Okay the ones that we’re looking at are pre-fabricated so basically what they are is 
fire training buildings that allow live fire training, very controlled.  Some use gas or propane, 
some use Class A combustible materials, there’s temperature monitors and emergency 
sprinkler systems that can shut it down.  The fire does not get very big.  It’s required now with 
your basic firefighter one and two that firefighter’s experience live fire training. It’s also using a 
repellent point where they can do a high angle rope work.  There’s a ventilation system that type 
of thing.  A pre-fab building it depends on what you’re putting into it can run you anywhere from 
four-hundred to five–hundred thousand or more. 
 
POLITI: Don we have one don’t we in Lake Placid? 
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JAQUISH:  You do. 
 
POLITI: Is that the only one in the county? 
 
JAQUISH:  It is.  That’s centrally located however it does need some work. 
 
POLITI: No, I understand. That’s what you’re describing. 
 
JAQUISH:  Yes, same thing. 
 
TYLER:  It’s been two years and you’re already six, seven months into it you better do 
something with it or else we’re going to be sitting here next year saying well, we going to do 
something with this? 
 
JAQUISH:  We are.  I have a committee of fire chiefs and deputy fire coordinators and we’re 
going to get together location is supplement. We’ll come up with some it has to be county 
owned property because we don’t have money to purchase property with this grant that’s a 
whole other ball game it’s got to be county property or deeded to the county somehow in saying 
that we will come up with some sites and give them to the board and the board can decide. 
 
HARRINGTON:  Is there classroom space provided with this building? 
 
JAQUISH: There can be but it all depends on the type of building but I don’t foresee classroom 
at $500,000. 
 
TYLER:  Charlie I think that was the issue down at the fairgrounds if we were going to redo the 
co-op building down there then they could use that for the classroom part of it. 
 
McNALLY:  Well wherever this building has to be built there has to be a good water supply 
nearby.  I don’t know what the transfer station in Lewis has for water? 
 
GILLILLAND:  The problem with the fairgrounds though is it’s going to displace a lot of other 
things down there horse rings, those kinds of things that was the initial problem we can’t move 
the fairgrounds.  There’s no easy answer right now but the pros and cons have got to be 
weighed out. 
 
McNALLY:  You’ll get back to us on that? 
 
JAQUISH: Yes. 
 
McNALLY:  Anything else for Mr. Jaquish? 
 
JAQUISH:  That’s it. 
 
MONTY:  Don a couple maybe a month and a half ago now I requested the updated 911 
addresses that you got me we’ve been going through that book and there are a lot of mistakes 
in that.  I don’t know how often those addresses are updated but – 
 
JAQUISH:  Once a year. 
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MONTY:  It says 2018 on the top of it but to me it looks like the 2016 book in a lot of ways. 
There are some changes in it but there are ton of mistakes in it. 
 
JAQUISH:  What we get is what they call a dump from Verizon that maintains that data base 
and then we go through looking. 
 
MONTY:  Some of them are not even 911 addresses on there. 
 
JAQUISH:  What are they?  We can talk off line but I’d like to see what – 
 
MONTY:  I was going to bring it today but I forgot it when I left the office but there is a lot of 
errors in that I just wanted to make you aware of. 
 
McNALLY: Well we do have two employees out there doing the count continuously so maybe 
they haven’t been to Lewis yet. 
 
MONTY:  Thank you. 
 
McNALLY:  Thank you. 
 

********************** 
 
 The next item on the agenda was the Emergency Medical Services with Patty Bashaw 
reporting as follows: 
 
BASHAW:  My report is in the Emergency Services report. 
 
McNALLY:  Anybody have anything for Patty? 
 
 

********************** 
 
 The next item on the agenda was the Sheriff’s Office.  Richard Cutting was absent. 
 
 

********************** 
 
 The next item on the agenda was the Probation Department with Juliann Beatty 
reporting as follows: 
 
BEATTY:  Good morning.  You have a written report from me so unless anyone has any 
questions I have nothing to add. 
 
McNALLY:  Any questions for Probation?  Okay, thank you. 
 
 

********************** 
 
 The next item on the agenda was the Public Defender with Brandon Boutelle reporting 
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as follows: 
 
BOUTELLE:  Good morning. We had one of my Deputy Public Defender Josh Ackerman left the 
beginning of July so today our new person we hired starts.  His name is Eric Weyand. He 
comes to us from Hornell, New York and he actually moved to Elizabethtown so I’ve raised the 
population of Elizabethtown by one person.  He just sat for the BAR exam.  He is not licensed 
yet but we’re getting him a temporary license.  He should be fully sworn in by 
December/January also and we’re working with Dan Palmer and Dan Manning with regards to 
some state funding money that the State is very eager to give us regarding indigent defense so 
we’re working on developing a plan to help spend the money.  Other than that I don’t have 
anything further unless there’s any questions? 
 
McNALLY:  Apparently he didn’t see his office until after he was hired? 
 
BOUTELLE:  He did not.  What we are going to do as part of that State funding is if we can get 
new space from the State funding to be able to pay rent to rent a building so we are following 
that closely. 
 
McNALLY:  Anything else?  Okay thank you. Anything else in front of public safety committee?  
If not, we are adjourned. 
 
 As there was no further discussion to come before this Public Safety Committee it was 
adjourned at 10:23 a.m. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
 
Judy Garrison, Clerk 
Board of Supervisors  
 


